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Topic  Practice  

TOPICS INCLUDED IN DAILY PRACTICE UPDATE (n = 8)  

Best Practice for 
Adding 
Powerplans to 
Favourites Folder 

PowerPlans Favourites allow you to modify a standard plan to support your ordering workflow.  
 
1. When saving and renaming PowerPlan in your Favourites folder keep the existing PowerPlan name 

including ADULT/PED/NEO and other prefixes and add a clinically relevant description at the end. 
  

            
This enables safety alerts when a Provider/Resident attempts to use an inappropriate or outdated PowerPlan 
and supports interdisciplinary team communication for patient care. 
 

 
2. PowerPlans in Favourites folders are not automatically updated. Providers need to update Favorited 

Powerplans that have been modified/updated. When a Plan Favourite Notification pop-up window 
appears as they attempt to use a PowerPlan from a Favorites folder: 

 Soft Stop– used for minor changes. Providers may recreate Favourited PowerPlan in their own 
time. 

 

                
 

http://cstcernerhelp.healthcarebc.ca/#t=Whats_New%2FWhat_s_New.htm&rhsearch=favourites%20printer&rhsyns=%20
http://cstcernerhelp.healthcarebc.ca/#t=Whats_New%2FWhat_s_New.htm&rhsearch=favourites%20printer&rhsyns=%20
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 Hard Stop– used for major changes. Providers must load standard plan (with updates) and 
recreate Favorited PowerPlan. Delete previous favourited version from favorites. 

                     
 
CST Cerner Help – PowerPlan Favorite Notification for Updated PowerPlans 
 

PowerPlans:  
Best Practices 
 

 

Best Practice: Have only one active PowerPlan ordered. 

 When ordering PowerPlans, verify that only one PowerPlan is being ordered and duplicates are 
removed before signing.  

 Inclusion of Modules within the PowerPlans is a better option for not duplicating content. 

 If need to make adjustments to a previously ordered PowerPlan: 
o Option 1: Right click and select Modify to make changes to existing orders 
o Option 2: Discontinue previously ordered PowerPlan by right clicking and selecting 

Discontinue. Then, proceed to reorder PowerPlan with adjustments 

BCH/BCW 
Encounter 
Creation Process 

 

When there is no clerk available to create encounter, during after hours, weekends, and statutory holidays, 
providers use Message Centre to request the creation of an Ad Hoc encounter. The following clerical pools 
are available for encounter creation: 

 BCH Encounter Creation 

 BCW Encounter Creation 

From Message Centre, you must choose the Subject of Encounter Creation Request to populate the template 
with the information that is required:

 

http://cstcernerhelp.healthcarebc.ca/#t=Patient_Chart%2FOrders%2FFavorites%2FPowerPlan_Favorite_Notification_for_Updated_PowerPlans_(Provider).htm&rhsearch=favorite%20plan&rhsyns=%20
http://cstcernerhelp.healthcarebc.ca/#t=Patient_Chart%2FOrders%2FFavorites%2FPowerPlan_Favorite_Notification_for_Updated_PowerPlans_(Provider).htm&rhsearch=favorite%20plan&rhsyns=%20
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Please note, if the patient has an existing encounter, navigating to    (in the toolbar) to 
create the message from within their chart to pull patient demographics into message header.  

CST Cerner Help: Request a BCH or BCW Encounter be created (Providers, Clinicians) 

Split Activation Non-Live Clinics: Placing future orders for areas live with CST Cerner  

 

Locating the 
Expiration Patient 
Record 
 

To ensure you can see the expiration record for a deceased patient, select the appropriate component on 
view in their Transfer/Discharge Workflow Tab. To modify this, use the three lines in the top right corner to 
select components and choose which ones will default on view. 

 
 
CST Cerner Help: Death (Inpatient) 
CST Cerner Help: Customize Workflow Tab - Add or Remove Components from the Workflow tab 
 

Lab Orders – Add 
to Phase in a 
PowerPlan 

When ordering Lab Orders at the same time as placing PowerPlans or Modules, utilize the Add to Phase 
Functionality. 

 Select the PowerPlan or Module that you need to place 

 Use the + Add from Orders, either in the Menu or the top left side of the Orders Pane 

 
 Type the name of the lab order you are looking for  

 Confirm the Collection Priority, Frequency, and Collection status 

 Sign orders 

Extra specimen 
collection (Non-
Blood) for follow-
up testing 

Use Lab- Extra Specimen (Non-Blood) order when collecting extra specimen for storage in the lab and follow-

up testing. 

Lab- Extra Specimen (Non-Blood) order is available within the following select PowerPlans: 

http://cstcernerhelp.healthcarebc.ca/index.htm#rhsyns=%20&t=Applications%2FMessage_Centre%2FComunicate%2FRequest_a_BCH_or_BCW_Encounter_be_Created_(Providers%2C_Clinicians).htm&rhsearch=encounter%20creation%20pool
https://transformationcentral.vch.ca/cw/Documents/Split%20Activation/CW%20CST%20%E2%80%93%20Split%20Activation%20Non-Live%20Clinics%20Placing%20Future%20Orders%20for%20Live%20Areas%20FINAL%201.0%202022%2002%2024.pdf
http://cstcernerhelp.healthcarebc.ca/index.htm#rhsyns=%20&t=Workflows%2FDeath%2FDeath_(Inpatients).htm&rhsearch=provider%20deceased&rhhlterm=provider%20deceased
http://cstcernerhelp.healthcarebc.ca/index.htm#rhsyns=%20&t=Workflows%2FDeath%2FDeath_(Inpatients).htm&rhsearch=provider%20deceased&rhhlterm=provider%20deceased
http://cstcernerhelp.healthcarebc.ca/index.htm#rhsyns=%20&t=Workflows%2FCustomize_Workflow_Tab.htm&rhsearch=selecting%20components&rhhlterm=selecting%20components
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 PED CSF (Pediatric) Studies (Module) 

 LAB – Amniotic Fluid Testing  

 MI Collect – LAB – Amniotic Fluid Testing 

Ordering process: 

1. Select Lab- Extra Specimen (Non-Blood) 

         

2. Indicate Specimen description and Reason for Test in the Order Entry Format. 

        

Note: Reason for Test is a mandatory field. If it is not filled out, the pop-up below will appear. 

        

Return to the order by clicking on First Detail to fill out the Reason for Test mandatory field.  

3. Forward the specimen to the Laboratory. 

4. Laboratory will store the specimen as appropriate. 

5. When the follow up test for that specimen is required, use the LAB – Add On Test order to communicate 

the request.  
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Indicate the Lab Tests To be Added in the free text field 

 
 
This order is not in any power plan. Place this order ad hoc only when additional orders are required and the 
specimen is already collected and received in the lab. 
 
See CST Cerner Help: Order LAB – Add On Test 

How to order 
pulmonary 
function test 

 For the majority of pediatric patients, the standard test required is Spirometry – Pre and Post 
Bronchodilator. 

 Use the PED RESP Pulmonary Function Test (Module) to book test, as it has built in decision making 
support, age filters and ensures that tests are booked together. 

 Pulmonary Function Test Complete is only ordered in specific situations in the Pediatric population 
(eg. some oncology, rheumatology patients). 

 

Orders 
Maintenance –  
preventing a 
clarification 
call/page 

When discontinuing or changing an order, ensure that all associated orders are also discontinued.  (eg. When 
discontinuing a continuous opioid infusion (COI) also discontinue associated continuous monitoring. When 
ordering a saline lock for an IV, also discontinue the IV fluids order). 

When changing frequency of an order, ensure that the previous order was discontinued (eg. If you want to 
change vital signs from q4h to q8h, first discontinue the order for vital signs q4h, then add the order for vital 
signs q8h). 

 

http://cstcernerhelp.healthcarebc.ca/Patient_Chart/Orders/Lab/Order_LAB_-_Add_On_Test.htm
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